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1. General : 

The investigation of dielectric properties has provided an 

importan~ approach to an understanding of the structure of matter. 

From the view point or molecular structure, the interaction of 

rnolecular system with microwave radiations provides an extrernelJ 

sensitive tool for understanding the molecular behaviour. 

In order to have a clear understanding of the subject of 

d1electric nolar1zat1on and 1ts relation with molecular structure, 

a ~rief historical survey of the development of various theories of 

dielectric polarization and their various rnod1f1cRt1ons, together 

ith a brief review of the previous orks is p,1ven in th foll~ 1nf. 

sections. That will help us to ascerta1n the present pos1 tion of 

kno •lerlge obta1.nable from dt.olectric measurement~. After thnt the 

ims and objects of the present investip,ation Will be fliVen. 

l.l. Historv pf ear~! ~orks : 

The first quantitative relation treating the dielectric 

nolar1zat1on of a substance 1n the presence of an e~ternal el ctr1c 

field is tl1e famous 'Claus1us-Mossott1 equat1on1 • 

(-1 o<s -- = -:::-"3 E-t2 O.s ••• 41.1) 
. 

~here E. is the dielectric con~tant and c(s is the polar1za-

b111 ty and <As is the radius of the snhere of dielectric. 

The equation was derived using the model of a conclucting 

sphere in a non-conducting medium, without specifying any type of 

mechanism on the molecular scale. From the Clausius-Mossott1 
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equation., the equation f-:>r molar polarization 

and the equation for ~olar refraction 

~2.....:1 M = Lln.No(
0 

'11~4-l p 3 

••• ~l.2) 

••• (1.1.3) 

can be easily deduced, where Y1 

the dielectric. 

is the refractive index of 

Many workers observed anomalous dispers~on of refractive 

index of dielectric liquids at optical frequencies. Lorentz2, 

Von Helmholtz3 , Drude4 independently explained this phenomenon on 

the existence of v1hrRt1ng charges with the characteristic 

frequencies. SUbsequently the development of Cauchy formula and 

Sellmeyer formula were able to exnlain the anomalous dispersion of 

r ef ractive index in a satisfac tory rnanner. 

Similar anomalous dispersion of dielectric constant at very 

high frequency electric fjeld was first discovered by Drude4• 

... 

The first successful explanntion of this anomalous dispersion 

of diel~ctric constant was put forward by Debye5 who nostulated 

that the characteristic property of the liquid respons1 ble for 

anomalous dispersion at radio frequency range was the polarity of 

their molecules. 

2. PebYe eauation of nolar1zat1gn : 

Debye assumed that when dipolar molecules are placed in a 

steady electric field, in addition to the normal electronic and 
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atomic polarization, a third polarization called orientational 

pQ18l'1zation occurs due to polar molecules tending to align 

themselves in the direction of the field. Debye5 calculated the 

total polarization including the or1entat1onal polarization as 

••• (2.1) 

flow it the field instead of be1nr steady is a high frequency 

alternating field, the orientational polnrjzation can not follow 

the changing electric field but lags behind the field or in other 

ords the polarization and so the dielectric con~tan~ becomes complex 

t 't--=: E.'- 1 f_ If 
• • • (2.2) 

w !ere E:. 1 
is the dielectric constant at high frequency and E '' :t.s 

the loss of electrical energy di~sipated in the for of heat. hen 

the external electric field is removed, the polarization ~ecays 

exponent1ally accordjng to the relation 
-tl"t r - f-e t_ 

• • • (2.3) 

The time t =- "'C" in which the polarization reduces to 

Ycth the original value after the removal of the field is 

called the dj electric relaxation and is denoted by cc::-

Debye calculated the total molar pola~ization of the dipolar 

molecules in a high frequency field of angular frequency ~ as 

"'*' where €. = 

'*" E"':.1 .M. Lf nN r. ,6_ 2J . 1 ) 
p : E~2 P = "3 \.o(-+ ~ .14-JC.O't: ••• (2.4) 

r'- j. E'' ~ which can explain well the behaviour of 

the dielectric as static field as well as nt high frequency 
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* alternating field. If we put E = ( 0 
* at G) = 0 and E = ~ at 

and 

C.U =oc , the eauation (2.4) reduces to 

fo- 1 ..M. -= L\~ N ( o(-\- .K:., ) 
Eo+.Z f> "3 3\f.T 

Eoa- 1 .1"1. _ 4 n N P{ 

~-4- 2 p - 3 

• • • (2 .5) 

• • • (2. 6) 

The dielectric constant E~ denotes the value of the 

dielectric constant at very high frequencies and is called optical 

dielectric constant and the dielectr ic constant E 0 at frequency 

C...) =0 is called static dielectric constant. 

From equations (2.2), (2.5) and (2.6) and separating the real 

and i~aginary terms we get 

and 

where 

E' = EQC + 
Eo ~ 
1 +l(3'~)c)2 

(Eo-~) (j ~1: 
1 + "- 3 Gj t:) "--' 

• • • (2. 7) 

• • • (2. 8) 

E/ E. Equation (2. 7) requires that decreases from 0 e.t 

(.,.) =0 to E
00 

at W = oc which account for the dielectric 

dispersion in polar liquids and from equation (2.8) E." = 0 both at 

W = oc and it is max1DIUJII at the critical 

frequency GJnL given by 

••• (2.9) 
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2.~. Der1va~ion of Debye equation from soaewbat different concepts: 

2.1.1. Frohlichs phenomenolosical theorl : 

A convenient develo~ent of the Debfe equation is giv&n by 

Frohl1cb6 • He g1vea it with sli«btly altered definition. 

The properties of dielectric substances in an alternatin! 

field was considered by Frohlich on the assumption of an ezponental 
-t~-e 

decay function o( ( \") Which is proportional to e Where L 

is inde~endent of time and depends upon teAperature. 

He deduced the relation 'between t 1e electric field £. ( t) 

which is dependent on ti~e and the corresponding electric displace-

ment D(t) A tield E ( U) is applied dur1nr, a time l etween v 
and U4 du 

Then 
••• (2.1.1.1) 

The first term of equation (2.111.1) is the instantaneous 

displacement while the second 1s the absorptive term. 

The equation 

equation 

z--9t OCt) 

(2.1.1.1) is trenstor•ed into a differential 

t 
_ ~· z £l £:(1)- j £ (t) o<..(t.-Li)du + L.c<.(a)E."(~.(2.~.'1. 2) 

'c:>G d t -oc 

Since d o( ( t) = !_ o( ( t) 
at "t: 

on simplification 

L" ~~ (D- EoF)+ (D- EaaE) = Zo<(o)E: 

In a constant electric field, equation (~.3.1.3) becomes 

...,.. .£ (D- E.,ot:) + ( D~ ~E:):: ( t 0- ~) E 
L dt 
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So far, the field is assumed constant. Now for a periodic field 

then 

E c:<. ex.p C iwz) 

d . 
- E = j<0E., 
d\ 

(2 .1.1.5} 

Putting these values and separating the real and imaginary terms 

E.l = E. -+ E0 - Ecc, 
oe 14. (W't)2. (2.1.1.6) 

and 
E.IJ - ( E0 - Eoc,; u.) C: 

1 ~ ( CJ t") ~~ (2.1.1.7} 

Examination of eqn.(2.1.1 .. 7} sbo'Ws thRt f:...11 apnroaches zero ooth 

for small and large values of a..' C > while it iR ax1~rurn for C..':l r = 1 -
2.1.2. !au;mann's theorx : 

Kaumann7 has gSven an extensive analysis of dipole orientation 

as rate phenomenon. IIe developed the theory of di lectric relaxation 

on the basis of rotational jumps of dipoles across the potential 

barriers and obtains the Debye equation both when these 3umps are 

large and small. He also showed the probability of jumping across 

the potential barrier 1s smaller than 1n nresence of AD external 

field. 

With the aid of s1mpl~.:t'y1ng assumptions he obtains the 

polarization P(t) due to dipole orientation as 

where 

-l<o t r"' Ct) = ~ e (2.1.2.1) 

is the orientation :polarization at t -= 0 and "K.o 

is the rate constant for the activation of dipole i.e. the mean 

rate of jumping. When t" bas such a va1ue that 

\<a\: : 1 (2.1.2.2) 
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P(t) must decayed to Poj e This value of t i s a 

relaxation time which •aY be defined as 

(2.1. 2 .3) 

Kauzmann used Lorel'ltr, expression tor the internal field and obtained 

the total polarization of the dipole under sn external periodic field. 

F"'T - 1\fo~/'t Ec-"".._.)rr + ,.,/ ( E -+ ~~ p,~ (k.1.i.£:\\ 
u - l 4-JtU/t<<" .3- ~o "'eL a .;:) Ch ; / 

€·1 L" Putting t O'T'" .:. "" -4 iT 1 L and 

and t:_ = f:.' _ j E.' 

On s1mplif1cat1on and separating t he real and 1magin8l'y terms 

~, 
{;;: -Eoe 

'= t: 4- 1 (2.1.2 .5) nQ ~ X. • 

and 
,, (Eo ~)X 

t. 1 + x._l.. (2.1 . 2.6) 

X=-
w I ~+~ 

where 
K:~ 

and "' - - K.('l 0 Eo-+2. 

which are tam .. lifU' Debye's equation. 

2.2. Jlqd1ticat10na ot tho 1nta:na1 t1old in tbe Qohxe eguatiop 1 

From the appreciable difference between the 1110ment value!! 

calculated troa gas dielectric constant and fro• solution dielectric 

constant it is clear that the application of Debye equation to 

dilute solution is an approxiaat1on. or course, for polar liquids, 

the DebJe equation can not be expected to hold for considerable 

dipole-dipole interaction whieh is of the order of 10 KT (DebyeB, 

Fowler9). 
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nodif'ication o! Debye equation by Von Vleck10, Arkel and 
11 12 13 Snoek , Muller , White and others are of theoretical interpret. 

While the mod1f'1cat1on by Onsager14, K1rkwood15 and Powles16 are of 

practical importance and are discussed below. 

2.2.1. Modification of internal field of Debye eguation bl Onsager: 

The re-examination by Onsagerl4 of the problem o! internal 

!ield led to a considerable advance in dielectric theory. Onsar,er 

limits his treatment to polar molecules to those which are spherical 

in form. He considered fl r~.gid dipole of mo~ent ( m ) into a cavity 

of radius ( a ) in an unpolarized medium and the spherical cavity 

in the polarized mediu~. 

He calculated the total field on the spherical molecule as 

a reaction field which acts upon the dipole as a result of electric 

displacement 
(2 ~ ... 1 1, 

where t: is the external field. 

By applying this internal field instead of Lorentz tield in 

Debye equation, Onsager obtained for molar polarization 

The Onsager equation differs from that of Debye equation only by 

the factor 3 E C ~4- .d) 
~ - ~-

(2E. ~\· ~ ) (E + 2~ ~ , on the right hand side of 

Debye equation. 
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Onsager pointed out that his assumption for spherical 

molecule could cause errors. 

2.2.2. Mod1ticat1on or Oasager !q!at1on bz KirkWood a 

K1rkWoodl6 bas •od1f1ed the Onsager equation bf considering 

h1nderina rotation that would play a part 1n the dielectric 

polarization of -polar liquids. He has generalized the Onsager theory 

by eliminating the apnrox1mat1on ot unjform local dielectric constant 

i dentical with ~acroscop1c dielectric constant or the ~edium 

obta1n1ns 
1)( ~~+ 1) 

l ~ 
'1 "" 1' 6.1 • .I 

where '\ is the molecular dipole moment in the liquid and k. 

is the SUI! of the molecular dipole moment and the moment induced 

as R result of hindering rotation in the spherical region surrounding 

the molecule. ;"'t .ct_ may be replaced by 

J't.,"'-f.... j I-~ 

where ~ 1~ the correlation par~eter. 

The equation (2.2.2.1) then becomes 

1 ..... 

( E -1) , :t. E + 1 ) M 
- '9~ -p 

4 n .i'f "- -+ J) t' ~ 
3 - '"' (\ . ~ ~'"i' ) 

(4.o 

By statistical reasoning Froh11ch6 has obtained a more general 

expression 

3E. (foe+ 2) 
( 2 E.+ ~)(Eo\ :1) 

( 2. . 2. . 'h .4 

which beco•es identical with Onsager equation (2.2.l.a) it ~= 1 
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It is evident that Kir~ood equation represents a theoretical 

advance beyond Onaager equation in that it takes into account the 

hindrance of molecular orientation by neighbouring molecule. In the 

absence of knowledge of liquid structure this factor is unknown and 

useful only as an emper1cal constant. For dipole moment measurement 

1n polar liquids Onsager equation is the beat one. 

2.2.3. Modification or internal field of Debye equation by Powles 1 

Powles16 has given an analysis of the fo~m of the internal 

field necessary to yield for a molecular process with a single 

molecular relaxation time 1: f-t. a exponential decay of macroscopic 

relaxation time is then obtained as 

~E.e t cl .. 'l::. - f h 
.. t,¢-\ ~(., 

(2.2.3.1) 

Equation (2.2.3.~) indicates that the difference between the 

macroscopic relaxation time and the ~olecular relaxation time is 

small, the ratio never being greater than a limiting value of 

The difference between two re1Rxat1on times is small for most polar 

liquids and negligible for solutions in non-polar solvents. 

2.3. Debye's formulation of relaxation time with molecular radius : 

In his original treatment Debye assumed that the torque 

applied to a dipole molecule b7 the electric field is counter 

balanced by frictional forces which are proportional to the angular 

velocity of the dipolar molecule at steady state condition 

.M.= 'f-~V dt (2.3.1) 

where is frictional coefficient. 
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Debye showed that if the dipoles are regarded as sphere of 

radius a immersed 1n a medium of: internal viscosity "1_ the 

frictional coefficient ~ is given by the Stoke's formula 

(2.3 .2) 

The consideration of Brownian motion of dipole molecule in 

the liquid state leads to the relationship between f and ~ 

t ..: / ..aK T' 

From equation (2.3.2) and equation (2.3.3) the relation 

is obtained. 

'-ln r C..:: 
KT 

(2.3.3) 

(2.3.4) 

The relation (2.3.4) can be used to obtain the radius 'a' of 

any molecule from ~easurement of relaxation time ana 1croscopic 

viscosity at any temperature~ 

2 .4. !JodUic at ion of 1ntern81 viscosity and the derivation of the 

molecular shape from spherical symmetry in the Debye e~uat1on : 

It has been observed that except 1n a very few cases the 

molecular radius determined from equation (:: =- ~ n'Yl.o..
3 

are found to 
~T 

be much smaller than the radius measured from other methods. Also 

the ratio ~~~ does not remain constant with increasing viscosities. 

So it is clear that the Debye equation does not represent correctly 

the behaviour of the dielectric relaxation process. Hence the 

equation has been modified in two salient directions i) to account 

for the derivation of molecular shape from spherical symmetry and 
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11) to re-define the internal viscosity. 

The case (1) has been treated by Perr1n17 who considered the 

molecule as ellipsoids which will be discussed in section 3.3. 

2.4.2. Redefin1nc ot internal viscosity a 

In order to redefine the internal Viscosity various workers 

have derived different equations. 

Wr1tz18 from considerations of solvent layer interaction 

developed an expression 

With 

where Vj and \f:..;. are the mean radii of the solvent and solute 

molecules respectively. 

Hasel9 has developed an expression which employs an 

exponential functional relation between the microscopic viscosity 

and the macroscopic viscositJ l 1 1. e. 

(2.4.2.2) 

where '0., and 
' 

~ 1 are the molar volUBle a of the polar solute and 

non-polar solvent respectively and A is a nUilerical parameter. 

H11120 introduce a term of mutual viscoait)' "Yt1z which is 

related to the macroscopic viscosity of solution ~lvn solvent ~1 
and solute "1 ~ given by 

2. ()1 2. G', k 

~ 'Y'r\. = lCl 'Y'll .,... 'm + "X. "1. ~ <f 1Y'\ 

(2 .4· 2. .3) 



llhere is the intermolecular distance. For dilute solution 
3 2. 

'tjt:: ~ 1(12. \(32.01'2. (2.4.2.4) 

and tor liquid A -y ~26' (2.4.2.5) 'LA -= i(;r l • 

where \1.:': is the mean radiua of g)'ration or the 1n0lecule about any 

a:rls perpendiculal' to the axis of dipole and A 1s a numerical 

constant. 

Vaughan and Smyth21 introduced a term "properly averaged 

v1scofd ty" g1Yen by 

(2.4.2.6) 

llhere ·m' t t e. refers to the v1scos1 ty of the solution, 

solvent and solute and ;r.._, A and Lr:_ are 110lar fraction or 

solute and solvent respectively. 

H1gas122 dertved an equation for 

viscous •ed1UII 

~ -value in a highly 

(2.4.2.7) 

where is a constant and X- is a parameter which is less 

than un1 ty. When X..~ l J we have the De bye equat1oD. 

Le-FeYre and Sull1van23 suggested the equation 

(:' ;; JL ~ ABC(e)('p 6.1)(E.;.zY1 
2 \.C'T \ (2.4.2.8) 

where A, B, C are mutually perpendicular axial lengths, 61 is 

depolarization factor or the solvent and 

constant of the solvent. 

E is the dielectric 
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The above expressions for internal viscosity were tried by 

many workers on different molecules. They found that if one equation 

is applicable tor some molecules, for other 1t fails. No single 

expression has been found which is applicable for all molecules. 

However, it has been found that Hill's equation is beat suited 

to system where solute and solvent sizes are not tar from unity. 

Meakina24 found tbat if the si~e of the solute is at least 

three ti•es as lar~e as the solvent molecule, tbe Debye equation is 

applicable. 

3. Distribution of Relaxation times a 

If the interaction between the solute molecules surrounded by 

o ther s~lute or solvent molecules were cocpletelJ unifor m, a single 

relaxation ~echanism ~s envisaged in the original Debye equation 

would be obtained. But the non-uniformity in such interactions is 

expected owing to the fact that the entire system is composed of a 

statistical assembly of individual absorbing molecule experiencing 

varyinl solute or solvent environments. So the use of symmetrical 

distribution functions have been developed of which more import~~t 

ones are discussed in the following sections. 

3.1. Cole Cole distribution a 

The are dispersion function of Cole Cole25 haa been applied 

to the analysis or experiMental dielectric data most frequently 

because of the attracttvely simple graphical form by which data of 

(
1
(<.0) and E. 11(t~) can be analysed 1n its terms. 
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Cole-Cole have shown that the Debye equations (2.7) And 

(2.8} can be co•bined 1n the fora or the equation 

( E' _ Eo- Eoa ') ~+ ~11 Z = ( Eo- ( 00) 2. 
2 / 'Z (3.1.1) 

which is the equation of a circle. '.rbe plot or E' and E'' in 

a complex ~lane gives a s .. ic1rele. Such plots in the case of 

r'g1d polar ~leeulea are aem1e1relea wb1eb ••an that the dielectric 

data eontor•s to Deb,Je wquat1on. Cole and Cole have found that 

for a considerable number of liquids such 
-I 
t. YS 

II c plots 

represent arc of a circle intersecting the abscissa axis at the 

values ot and The center of tbe circle of •h1ch 

this arc is a part is depressed below the abscissa axis and the 

diueter drawn through the center through the E: ~, point makes 

an angle ....... n 1 " w1 th the abscissa axis. The value of ( fiVes 

8 measure of distribution of relaxation times, Which may VetY With 

temperature but not with frequency. V lues of lies between 

0 and 1, and except for pol)'ller are collJDOnly less than 0.3. The 

Debye equation is Modified by tha as 

~>j;- 1;:. i· t f:.... 
<>a l + \.. .j...U ::;.; l 

With the .ast probable relaxation time 

calculated troa the relatioD 

\} 1-c( 
- = ( L.) "t:o) v '-

(3.1.2) 

which can be 

(3.1.3) 

where \5 is the distance on the Cole-Cole plot from Eo point 

to the experiaental point and U is the distance from the salle 

expe.riaental point to the E~ point. If tX.. is zero . ~ 
47463 (1, ,.,,.... . I 

2 0£( 1975 'J ;o .... 
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equal to W Zo which is true for De bye equation. 

3.1.1. Daviason and Cole s'kewed arc aethod s 

A number of cases have been ob•erved in which the arc is 

skewed. These are representable 

Davidson and Cole26 

by Debye equation modified by 

where (~ 

when r 1 

"* E. = ~-\-
~0 - Eoe 

r 14- Jr.~..)?:'~(3 (3.1.1.1) 

1s an emperical constant with a value between 0 and l, 

the equation reduced to Debye equation. 

3.2. Fwohlicb a1stribut1on of relaxation ti•es : 

A distribution o! relaxation time between two limiting values 

has been given by Froh11eh6. 11~ showed that 1f 

y ~ d~ 18 the contribution to the static dielectric constant 

of the group of dipoles having individual relaxation time 1n s r nge 

81"'" near 'L the total contribution or all the dipole is 
CXj 

Eo- (oc. = f Y ~) d ~ 
0 (3.2.1) 

C-'0 

then 
E.' - c 

) 7 ~"',\c 
+ 0 1 .Jt lt.J t) ...... {3.2.2) 

oO 

E.'' klZ)W~d"L 
= 

0 1 .+Ct0zy and 
(3.2.3) 

On simplification he arrived at the equation 
)jo/tt.T 

~ -1 (3.2 .. 4) 
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The equation shows that the relnt1ve ~1dth of th~ d1atr1bu

t1on shotllCI deereue w1 th r1s1n« t•persture. The marliiUII Absorption • 

(3.2.5) 

3.3. Ptrr1p d1!tz1t9t1on qt r!lyat1pp t1!! a 

To aceount tor the doY1at1on fro .. epher1cal aymmetry of the 

molecule reTrln11 hfta extendod the ~ebye ~heory to the case of 

ellipsoidal 80leeula 

replaced /·~:/1 + J ~ 
\.:. 

/1-+ .. 

ere 

thea.- axes And 'C 

1 th aecl1-axe!l a, b and c and haa tbu 

'in ~\:fye emaAtion by 
'2. ~ ~ 

" -..L 'c.jl' i J .,. " I ... ~ ... 

nre tb~ ~o~ponent8 of 

In ~~e ellipsoidal ~olecule, where a ipol l!e Alonr one of 

the axes 1acher7~ hes shown that 
• -l- I 

~r:; -= ( .q n r ~,. ! 't:.._)/ K r 
(".3.1) 

bere "' b an1 e are l"~t-axett of the _.ll1psotd, f is o tttructure 

"'*'" rae tor and L • 0.3~ "'{ whel"a 1'1. 18 the luac:roflleop1c vt•coa1ty. 

3.4. Non-r1r;1d 110l•cul.• coata1nllls .ore thAn one relgatioD 

•echan1• s 

now we consider R ftolecule into •h1ch 1s tncornorated a 

seement poftftest!nf. a dipole ao•ent coMponent per~endicular to the 

cU.rect1on of the oond ax1• •hteh .1o1nts 1 t to the rest of' the 
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l!lOlecul£1. It tbe !ntra1:1olecu1ar potfint!al anErry v C e) ia (!onetant 

for llll VAlUOG o! angle 8 the senmnnt ie freely rotat1n1 and 

only rotation of the ee~ent of the aolecule 1n the !nternolecular 

force field leadft to d1eleot:r1o ab110rptton. This c:a•• ot .,lecules 

hft•• been treated bJ Budo27, Ber .. ann et a128, .nd r a•tba29. The 

The behaViour ia then charRctertaed es!antially br a aupe~sition 

of relaxation dispersion of the ver1ou• aPrnenta astinst the 

1nte~leoula~ ~tent!al enerv.y surface. 

~dO has extendtd th( theory tor tree rotation to include 

re~trtcted rot~t1on for the case •l~re the molecul~ conqi~t~ of ~o 

rroup~ of equnl s12n with a common rotational axta. 

¥ollow~n~ Debye, nu1d calculnte« the distribution runct1on 

of th~ r.~lecule of e liquid h&v1np rotatable oolar r.roup on tho 

bas11 or rotat~onal rowntan AOtion due ~ thermnl arttet1on ana 
obta1ned th• ra.an moctent R8 

. ., .)cot , -"c ~, ti e. ""(. ,.. \;, m =- ~ - 1 , t.O.' '1 +J. ft) c: +- ;1..+J 
~ \<T . t ~ 

where /t- 0 .. 1e the total d1J)Ole 110aant 1n the direction of the 

axil ot rotation or the 'POlar troup, fc-'Q and f<-c are the 

CO.J)ODerltB o! the fixed dipole 110•ents of tt. •hole laOleeule and ot 

tbe part or the polar grou-p 1n • Cl1rec t1on perpend1cul~ to the 

ox1s or rotation reftpectively. <::'Q. => ~b ana ~t'c. are the relaxation 

respectively. 
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If the molecule contains a numbor pol&r groups With components 

/<. j .> /C.z ~ · ·fin perpendicular to the axis of rotation. wdo' 

showed that the expression for average moment should be Yritten as 

Yn - ~E.- ~ .C-b -;- ..c:L -+ - - - · -\- ,. n (~ A ·l .w) 
_ _ U .jtvt( L 2 L la L '2. /-{ ' .t.;o \ • 

- 3 K'T' j + jC:S't"o. -t j + jtU{b l-t lLU~ l ~ j~"'tn 

In the case of static field, this reduced to 

i.e. the expression is arising from the interaction. of the invariant 

componentA of the dipple moments w1th the electric field. 

3 .4.2. Berpann 's method 1 

If two distinct relaxation proces5es oecur simultaneously, 

thetr effect on the d1el~ctr1c behaviour c 8ll be added together and 

the observed behaviour can be used to calculate the relaxation t~e 

for each process. 

Bergmann et el. have shown that molecules having two ~rutually 

perpendicular relaxation ti•ea the dielectric data could be analysed 

by two equations 

and 

where 

E'- (:: G 
-E :. ~ = - r+ (<u(1)4 -\-

0 oC 

Ci.c..."\~ _ ~ + c2 w t"2. 
1 + cv..~~J } ""c"~f.:).i.l 

( 3. '\ ...... 1) 

~ and 
L~ 

,...C:z., .are the two relaxation times, C 1 and 
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the probo.bU1ty or occurence of the 
c1 _ /<..11. 
~ - - 2:" 
('2.. "'"~ 

~o proce~ses ere equal, then 

(3.4.2.3) 

where • k 1 and 

relaxlnr;. 

al"e ~he effect1Ye dipole 110aent which are 

Bergaann•a equations have been frequently used by many workers 

for analysis of the data 1n teras of two relaxation processes. 

If the two relaxation processes Are very close together, it 

is l1ff1cult to distinguish them fro• the aboYe equation. 

3.4.3. Kastha's method : 

Kastha29 has given a straight forward analytical method of 

Rnalysts of the dielectric dRta in terms of two relaxation processes. 

Y.astha pointed out that thoush the equation due to Bergmann 

et 81.. 
E'- E.c 

'-t'l ~ '1.. 
1-t, \.lJ" 

and f_'l 
-

Eo- foe 

are valid in dilute solutions, in the c .. e of polar liquids, the•• 

equations are not applicable. He has given the following f"UDctional 

h 1 I r II 
relatione 1p ~ng the ~ ) ~ ;; t-1 and 1n the case of 
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polar liquids. 

_i_Ea~~)[ CE=~)(t~2) 4- t.":l 
(Eo-~) [ (€~2.?~-+ E''"a J 

;;: 
__ Cz _ . ( 3 cq ~ .11 
1 -+(C..."'l:z )2.. 

and 

(t_'"";.~J -t!'\-\-...~J c'' 
.. '-_ Ce ~) [ (E.1+2.J+ f 11 2.] 

•1 th '--1 + - • • ": l 

-= <;~~ "'t"~ - ·l~ L\ ~ 4 

1 -T(U. C:.~ 

and 
, 

~ .. and have usual significance. 

Denoting the expressions on L.H.S. of equations (3.4.3.1) and 

(3.4.3.2) b7 'a' and 'b' and puttin~ 

then 

... 

and 

t -
~1 u._) ..:-1 

1 ~ A) ~ .o:.J 
J ~ 

From these relations 

,..., t-- AX.,,..j .._ ~ ~ )( 1"" , 

-l - ;(l-JC. .. 

_5-<A-:_ bX1) (1_~ 
., 

X 4,.. .1 

l.6 
and X 1- X:. 

C\ ~1-0.)- bL. = C\Cz (-x.l- X~)'"' - ~- - --~~ 

( 1 -l ,.: 14.1 c.. 1 "* ")..:a~) 

.... - 4 ... 
" 

(3 4 .:) b . 

(.~. 4·: 7 
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The existence of two relaxation procP.sses requires the condition 

that 0. ( 1- 0)- t 4 ) 0 

C 1-\- C:, '::." the equation (3.4.3.7) reduces to 

1- \ 
A.l* .~ 

(\ 

- - .:\,lX.r 
\: '~ r ... 

dividing the equation (3.4.3.8) by r. ... ' 

1-!\ ~'-. ...... > . t + - ,_ l ..... 
~ - ~ 1.) 

Fr:>m the equation (3.4.~.9) obtained at two different frequencies 

.l and (l.., 
'I 

the values of ~ .&- and .. can he evaluated 

directl71 kno •ing the value of a and b. 

This m~thod of straight forward calculation tQ find out the 

molecular and 1nt~a~olecular relaxation times have been used 1th 

success by Bhattacharya et 1.30, 6inha31, Kastha et a1.32, Hasan 

et 81.33,34 ,35 and others. 

4. A brief review ot the previous WoTks l 

Most of the earlier ~orks centered round the studies of the 

applicability of the Debye equation in the determination of 

molecular radii fro• the measurement of relaxation tiaes and 

macroscopic viscosity and the experiments were done mainly on the 

polar rigid and non-rigid molecules in non-polar solvents. But 

due to various forces (London force, dipole induced dipole forces 

and dipole-dipole forces) acting among the ~lecules in the liquid 

stAte. Such works 1n pure liquid state are rather fewer compared 
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to those in <U.lutc solution of non-r.:lr.r solv~rt:). 

In general, the liquid system, in which microwave absorption 

has been studied may be classified into two main catagories : 

i) solution ot polar rigid and non-rigid ~~alecules in non 

nolar solventR and i1) pure polar liquids. 

4.1. Solution of polar risid molecules 1n non-polar solvents : 

The first quantitative verification of Debye theory •as 

attempted by ~1zush1aa36. He measured the dielectric constant and 

absorption coefficient or several alcohol at constant wave ~ength 

o£ A = 3.08 meter and 50 meter within a temperature range from 

-6F.PC to ~ 65PC employing resonance method. He verified Debye 

theory quantitatively in the case of alcohol by calculat1n~ the 

molecular radius and found them to be alr~at of thA r1eht order of 

roagn1tu1e, but thare was l~rge ~epartu~e 1n c.nso ryf lyce~1nA 

which 1n :fact gave too small a value for a ri;Jlecular radiu~. 

Following Vizusbima, Many workers began to study the 

nispersion and absorption in polar liquids in dilute solution of 

non polar solvents. 

t'uller37 from measurements of dielectric loss at different 

frequencies calculated the cr1 tical waWf! 1ensths 8lld 't"- values 

for a number of molecules such as nitrobenzene, chlorobenzene, 

o- and m-dichlorobenzene etc. at different viscous media. He 

found that the molecular radii calculated from Debye eqpat1on are 

too low compared to value determined by other methods. He also 

observed that the molecular radii become still lower the higher 
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is the viscosity ot the medium. 

Wbitfen and Tbompson38 from studies of some organic molecules 

in non-polar solvents obtained value of relaxation times which 1n 

low viscous medium arranged among themselves as regards magnitude 

1n accordance w'th their sizes. But they obtained the "'"t -values 

of any solute 1n different viscous media and found that the 

value only increased by 4•7 fold for an increase 1n viscosity 

of eighty f'old. 

Similar resultfj were obtainea by Jackson and Po ~l.es39 from 

the measurements of t'- value~ of benzophenon 1n b~npene and 

paraffin solution. They observed that for viscosity ratio 300. 

th~ corr~spondinr ratio of "t: value we.s only lR. 

Curtis et nl.40 observ d that although the viscosity of the 

liquid was the same, ""'t'- value as different in solutions and 1n 

liquid state. Srnyth41 also observed tho same thine. 

Sinhtt et a1. 42 stud:ted +hp 1nfJucncr ct v1sr:o.r:;1ty on 

relaxation time and their conclusion was that the macroscopic 

viocosjty did not correctly represent the Ulternal viscosity as 

required by Debye equation. 

SovanadrJ43 assumed that this might be due to dipole-dipole 

1~nteract1ons ill the J iquj.d state. 

It bas already been discussed 1n section (~.1!4.2) the various 

equation developed by many workers redefining the internal viscosity 

of the medilm. It ~as observed that if one equation 1s applicable 

for some molecule, it !a1ls for other. 
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4.2. Non-rigid aolecules 1n non-polar solYents : 

Fischer and Frank44 using a thermal method of aeasur1ng 

dielectric loss at 4.3 aeter obtained relative value ot relaxation 

times of soae aromatic halides. They obaerYed that the relaxation 

of P-XJlene chloride and p-xylene bro•ide were about halt as large 

as the (:" -value of o-dichloro and o-dibromobenzene respect1vely. 

The shorter relaxation ti•es in large .alecules were explained by 

them as being associated with the orientation of -C~X group 

rotation around their bonds to the r1n!• Fro~ similar measurements 

Fi scher45 obtained the '1: -v81ue of p-nhenylene di .. ine and 

4-4 d1a.1n d1phenyl in dilute benrene solution were less than 

0 .15 x 1011 sec. which are much smaller to be associated to 

molecular rotation. So they conPluded that these lower values of 

~ might arise simply from rotation of the -NH2 group, they 

also considered the possibility ot inversion o! molecules as 

observed in NH3 molecule. 

The small 'L- value of diphenyl ether led Fischer to 

suggest that the ~ value might be due to orientation or internal 

rotation of the 110lecule, in particular the oncen atom, which 

might occur 1n the tbers as well. 

Since after the develo~ent ot Budti's theory (discussed in 

section 3.4.1) considering molecular and intramolecular rotations 
28 and subsequently the equation developed by Bergmann et al. , 

molecular and intramolecular rotations have been observed in 

lar~e number of molecules like -OCBa, -NH2, -CH2Cl, -C~Br, -Cfl2CN, 

-OB, COCQa and others46, 47, 48 t 49,50 by many workers. 
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It is interesting to note that the molecule• like p-xylene 

halides, p-xylene cyanide, p-diaethoxy benzene, p-d1am1nobenzene 

etc. give so small values of relaxation time which could be 

associated w1.th group rotation, indicating 110lecular orientation 

being almost negligible 1n these cases. 

Very recently some works on aliphatic molecules like 

bromoalkanes51 
1 aliphatic a~~~1nest52 , ketonesl53 and ~,w- dichloro

alkanes54 in dilute solution have been reported. In bromoalkanes 

and ketones data have been analysed jn terms of rotation of the 

molecule as a whole but in aJnines the -NH.2 group rotation have been 

attributed to be responsible for dielectric relaxation. 

It has been observed that while the molecular relaxation time 

is very sensitive to viscosity of the medium and temperature, 

the group rotation '~ is rather less sensitive of both .. ~ 
viscos1 ty and temperature. 

4.3. Pure liquid state s 

The 1ntract1bility of the liquid state severely limiting 

the exactness attainable bJ theoretical treatments, recommends the 

alternative approach which makes the use or molecular probes whose 

probable behaviour is well enough understood in its correlation to 

that of others. So that conclusions may be drawn rrom a series or 

compan81ons. The earlier studies of molecular shape and dielectric 

relaxation have been reviewed comprehensively by Smyth. 

Whitfen and Thompson55 from dielectric measurements 1n 

toluene, o-xylene, p-cyamine etc. in pure liquid state obtained the 
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the <:::: -values which are according to the si,zes of the molecules. 

Petro and Smyth56 also observed the same. 

Smyth and his coworkers67 examined the effects of the 

direction of the dipole moment with respect to the molecular plane 

on the relaxation behaviour of the molecules o~ different shapes 

and sizes 1n the liquid state. They observed that though the molecules 

2,4,6-trimethyl pyridine and 2,4,6 trimethyl - 113 1 5 trioxane are 

ot equal size, dipole moment and viscosity 1n the liquid state, the 

two molecules have quite different values of critical wave lP.ngth 

i.e. the ~ -val~es, because of the direction of the dipole 

moment were parallel and perpendicular respectively to the spher&ldal 

molecular plane. Similar results were also obtained in isoquinolene 

and quinolene in the liquid state, the former having a larger 

"'C- value thnn the latter though both are of s ame shape, size and 

viscosity but the dipole direction ~as different. Results of 

~-methyl and 2-meth7l naphthalene58 1n the liquid state show 

similar behaviour. 

From dielectric loss measurement of some r1g1d molecules of 

mono subst1 tuted beny,ene in the liquid state, Poley59 obtained the 

relaxation tllles which increases with the molecular sizes. He al.so 

observed that the value or high dielectric constant ~oe was much 
'2 higher than th:e corresponding value of Y1 o ( 'Y""I 0 -=refractive 

2 index) and noted that the difference between E oc- Y'\ o was 

temperature dependent. He suggested that in addition to the 

dispersion region due to molecular orientation, there is another 

region of dipolar absorption in the neighbourhood of l mm region. 
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Petro and Smyth60 from the investigations 1n substituted 

benzene and pyridines in the liquid state observed a regular 

increase in the L' -values with increase in sizes of the 

subst1tuents. They also obserYed a h1Eh frequency dispersion region 

ot 'Poley type•. Silnilar investigations were carried out b7 

R811polla and S.ytb68 to the case ot substituted naphthalene and 

quinolenes in the liquid state. 

From all these studies, Smyth and his coworkers57 concluded 

that a change in the direction of the dipole vector for similarly 

shaped non-spherical molecule has marked value on relaxation time 

but not on viscosity. 

H1gas1 et a1. 61 reanalysed the experimental data of n-alkyl 

bromides 1n the liquid state 1n terms or distribution between two 

limits given by Frohl1ch6• The ~ -value in the lower limit was 

associated with the Telaxation time of internal rotation of the 

-CH2Br group, while the upper limit to the orientation of the whole 

colecule. The numerical value obtained for the two limits, one small 

increasing slowly ith molecular size end the other large and 

increasing rapidly with the aolecular size were consistent with 

the physical picture of the relaxation process indicating approx1-

matinl correctness of Frohlich. Similar results ~ere also observed 

by aan1 workers such as Heaton, Hennelly and S.7th62; Laquer and 

Sayth63 and Branin and Smyth64. 

Krisbnaji and Mans1nsh65 have reported the dielectric 

relaxation in some alkyl CJan1des65 and 1n alkylthiols66 1n the 
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liquid state. In alkyl cyanides the relaxation time was 1n the 

order of increasing size or the molecules. In the alkylthiols they 

observed that the plot or 
I 

E VS E..'' gave a skewed arc 

indicating more than tlro relaxation behaviour. 

Bhattacharyya et a167 reported that 1n polar liquids with 

rigid dipoles having moment ( ~ 1.5 D or less), the errect of 

dipolar interaction was negligible. 

Relaxation tiaes ( ~ } and v1sc6si ties ( .-YL ) had been 

exper1•entally deterained by Bhanuaat168 at different teMperatures 

for a few liquids such a~ 

and isoamyl phthalate and 

< -chloronaphthalenea, butyl phthalate 

C alone for ethyl benzoate, o-chloro 

TJhenetole and ~ -chlorophenetole. The value ot potential 

barrier heights for dipole relaxat1.on ( -\ ~ ) and that for viscous 

flow ( l I i'( ) were evaluated from linear plots of -'X (l' .,J 1;.1 

anO -0 T 'i 1/· r respectively. The calculated values of \\ 

were found to be greater than those of H ~ as the phenomenon 
'-

of viscous flow considered the process of trsnslation as well as 

of rotation but only rotational pr~ces ~ was considered 1n the 

dipole relaxation and this leading to the greater value of H tl 

w1 th respect to \-\ c · 

Garg and S.Jtb69 reanalysed the dielectric ~data of anisole 

and aniline 1n the liquid state, combining the data at 2 .. 

microwave region. !hey obtained (:" 2 value for methoxy eroup 

rotation as 3.2 p .• sec and its weight factor as 0.2, while these 

values 1n dilute solution are about B and 0.8 respectively. 
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Recently Anderson and Smyth70 reported dielectric relaxation 

in some dibro110butanes in pure liquid state and reported that the 

rate of transformation of rotamer into another did not contriblte 

much to dielectric relaxation process while Garg and S.yth71 

reported the dielectric behaviour 1n o:( w- broJBOalkanes 1n terms 

of molecular and CH2Br group relaxation process. 

4.4. Associated liquids : 

Molecular agsoc1at1on may be eXpected to influence dielectric 

relaxation by mod1fy1nr: the structure of the liquid in the 

dir8ct1on greater near rang~ order as the molecular interaction 

beco•e increasingly energetic and by providing variety of molecular 

aggregates, stabilized by i.nteraolecular forces, each or which 

might exhibit distinctive mechanisms for absorntion of energy from 

a external point. 

The investigation of dielectric relaxation of alcohols, 

one of the first molecular system to be studied in this connection 

has contjnued to be persu~ RCt1vely 1n reePnt years. 

Dielectric aeaaurementa of Oarg and S•yth72 on the normal 

alcohols from propyl to dodecyl 1n the pure liquid state have 

sbown tbree diaperaioD regions as was previoualJ reported b7 other 

workers. Relaxation tiae for !1rat disperaion region was about 

1 - 2.2 x lo-10 see, for the second region it lay between 

1.7 - 5 x lo-ll sec and ~or the third region it was 1.7 - 4xlo-12sec. 

The long relaxation times were associated with polymeric olustors 

resulting from strong hydrogen bonding between OH groups. The 
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shortest relaxation time was ascribed to the orientation of the 

OH group. !he intermediate relaxation tiDe was attributed to the 

~otation of free alcohol molecules. 

Cole and DaYidaon73 brought the dispersion of n-propyl 

alcohol into the region of audio and radio frequencies. In addition 

to the usual primary dispersion region, two dispersion regions 

were found which made s•all but significant contribution to the 

dielectric constant. The relaxation times for intermediate 

dispersion were 200 tiaes smaller than those for tbe primary ones. 

Brot74 made similar conclusions from his measurements on straight 

chain alcohol CHa(CH2)nOH 'itb n = 5 - 9 and ll. In second 

dispersion region, the principle of superposition of relaxation 

time did not hold good. A third dispersion region near A = 1 em 

was assigned to the orientation of the dipoles in the interior of 

polymeric species. 

5. Scope and objects of present investigations s 

From the brief review of the previous works on dielectric 

studies as made in last section, it was observed that the 8m0unt 

of such works 1n pure liquids is much ~aller than that in dilute 

solutions and also the a.ount of such works on aliphatic .alecules 

in pure liquids is still smaller. There se .. s to be little 

studies reported so far, on 1,2-disubstituted ethanea, which have 

two or more isomeric forms, having different values of dipole 

moments. So the behaviour or these isomeric molecules to dielectric 

relaxation are expected to be different. Therefore, a programme 
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was undertaken to study the dielectric r•laxat1on 1n a number ot 

such 1,2-disubstituted ethanes in the liquid state, the results of 

which constitute the first part o! the thesis. 

It •as also obaened 1n the section (4.3) that intra

molecular rotation in aolecules containing small groups like -OR, 

-NH2t -OCR3, -CB2X (X= CH3, C2fl6 ••• etc) haYe been rePQrted 

extensively. Few such group rotation have been reported so tar 

1n molecules having large polar groups as in esters. The second 

part of the thesis constitute the results or 1nYest1gat1on of 

some ester molecules with large r~lar rroups. 
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